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In thin invostigation wo )i.ave studied the hydromagnetic stability 
of a self-gi avitating, iueompressible, iiiviscid, infinitely conducting 
])laHma of variable density in the presence of the effect of Hall Cur­
rents. Th(^  prevniling magnetic field is assumed to be uniform and 
acting along the vortical. I t  is first shown that a variational princi- 
])lo characterizes the problem. Proper solutions have then been 
obtained, by the variational methods, for a semi-infinite plasma 
leaving a one-dimensional (exponential) density gradient along tho 
vertical direction . The dispersion relation has been solved numeri­
cally and it is found that the growth rate increases with Hall (jurrenbs, 
exhibiting thereby the destainlizing character of Hall currents on the 
dynamic stability of a stratified plasma.
1. I ntroduction
The (Tfects of Hall currents are of importance in the dynamics of stellar atmos- 
j)hores axid interstellar matter and several other astrophysical situations. During 
the last IcAv years the study of the effects of Hall currents on stability problems 
in h,ydromagnetic.s has attracted the attention of several authors. In particular, 
Talwar & Kalra (1967), Hosking (1968), Singh & Tandon (1969), Ariel (1970a, 
1970?x) have studied the influence of these effects on Rayleigh-Taylor instability 
problems and found tliat the Hall effect is in general destabilizing in inviscid, 
infinitely conducting liquids and can give rise to now unstable modes.
The hydromagnetic stability of a magnetized plasma of variable density 
is ol‘ cousidorable importance in a variety of astrophysical situations e.g., in 
theories of sunspot magnetic fields, heating of solar corona and the stability of 
fStellar atmospheres in magnetic fields. Chandrasekhar (1961) has given a detailed 
acjcouut of the various investigations of this problem. Sundaram (1968) has 
investigated the dynamic stability of a self-gravitating plasma of variable density, 
in the absemie of Hall currents, in which the prevalent magnetic field is uniform 
and along the vertical direction. The purpose of the present paper is to study 
tho influence of the Hall effects on the self-gravitational instability of the above 
mentioned astrophysical plasmas of variable density. The importance of such
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a study in an astronomical context has also been pointed out earlier by Shafraiiov 
(I960) and Oganesyan (1960a, 19006).
2. P erturbation  E quations
Wo consider the motion of a self-gravitating horizontal strata of a heavy, 
iiidscid, incompressible, infinitely conducting fluid of variable density in the 
presence of a uniform magnetic field.
Tn the equilibrium state the pressure density and the gravitational 
potential are all taken to be function of vertical coordinate z. Assuming that 
the perturbations in pressure, density, velocity, magnetic field and gravitational 
potential are denoted respectively by dp, dp, V{u, v, w), h{hx, hy, hz) and d^, the 
lelcvent equations of the problem are
dV  1
P o - ^ =  [(V X  /i) X  //]+«/>V?^o + A . V ¥ .
J  (<^ /9) +  ( V ’ V)Po =
{ V X[(VX/.)X//]},
— -^^TrOdp,
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
Here e and N  denote respectively the charge and the number density of the 
particles of the medium, O is the gravitational constant and is the Laplacian
0])e)T'ator.
We seek solutions of the above equations by analysing it in terms of normal 
modes whose dependence on space coordinates (a?, y, z) and time t is of the form
F(z) oxp(ik^x+ikyy+nt)i ... (6)
whe>re F{z) is some function of z, k^ and ky are the wave numbers along x and y 
axes respectively and n (may bo complex) is the growth rate of the perturbation.
Assuming that the prevailing magnetic field acts in the vertical direction
i.e., H  (0, 0, H^) and using expression (6) in the sot of cqs. (1 ) to (5), we get
p^nu =  — i k j p +  ( D K — ikM + P oih '^ < f> >47T
... (7)
HPqTIV =  ~~~ ^ kydp-\~ — ^ k y h g ) P Q ^ k y d ^ , 47r ... (8)
p^nw = ... (9)
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nhy =  H J ) v +  D {ik Jiz -D K ) ,
nhz — H ^ w - ^  ( j ^ e )
(D^-k^)Stp =  ,
... (10) 
. . .  ( 11) 
... (12)
. . .  (13)
... (14) 
..; (15)
iky.u+ikyr)-\~Dw =  0,
ikg,Jig.^ikyhy-\-Dh^ =  0,
whore we have written D — djdz and k  ^ — k^^-\-ky^. Tn obtaining oqs. (^) and 
(13), oq. (3) has boon UBod. \
Eliminating some of the variables from tho above equations we obtain' tho 
following four equations in w, hz, ^ and f
-)««’-  ^D (PoD w)+S<pnp,-\-^, (D^-k^)Dhz =  0, ... (16)
. ... (17)
... (18)
rR
n h , = = H ^ w - ^ D ^ ,
n i  =  (D^-k^)Dh, .. (19)
where f  and f are respectively the vertical components of tlie vectors curl V  and 
curl h and are given by
g  =  i k g v^ —i k y U , i  =  i k j t y —i k y h ^ . . .  (20)
Thus we have got a set of five equations (eqs. (13) and (16) to (19)) in five 
vaiiablos w, hz, S</), ^ and which must be solved subject to the appropriate 
boundary conditions.
3. B o u n d a r y  Co n d it io n s
In stability problems of this kind, the boundary conditions ore not too 
simple and wo have often to introduce appropriate approximations to make the 
analysis tractable,
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We assume that the plasma under consideration is semi-infinite, i.e., it is 
infinitely extending along the two horizontal directions and is contained between 
two free boundaries, at z =  0 and d.
Since at the boundaries the normal component of velocity must vanish, 
therefore, we have
w; =  0, at z =  0 and z = d. (21)
The vanishing of the tangential stresses on the free boundaries gives rise to 
tJ\c conditions
D(^) = D ^ (w )^ 0  at 2: =: 0, 2 =  d. ... (22)
Also on the free boundaries wo have
= 0 at ;s==0, z ^ d .  ... (23)
Finally the (conditions that must be satisfied by S({> at the boundaries arc
(D-fc)5^^ =  0,  ^ ... (24)
(Z)+fc) 0^ =  O, ... (25)
wliich are obtained by matching the solutions on the boundaries 2; =  0 and z d, 
in view of the fact that 0 and the normal component of grad <j> are continuous 
across the surfaces.
I t may bo mentioned that the other typos of boundary conditions are also 
possible in astrophysical situations. For mathematical simplicity wo have 
assumed the boundaries to be free which a»ro perhaps more appropriate for stellar 
atmospheres (Spiogol 1965). In any case it is hoped that these boundaries will 
at least give us an insight into the tendencies of the actual physical situations.
4. Variational Principle
Let there bo solutions Wi^  ht, Qy belonging to the characteristic value
ni and Wjy hj, {j, 8<J>^ belonging to njy where we have dropped the suffix z onh 
for c,onvenienoe.
t
Multiplying eq. (16) for the characteristic value ni and Wj and integrating 
across the vertical extent L  of the plasma wo obtain
r.e
% J [P{i^^WiW^^D(p^Dwi)wj]dz+~ / (D<I>Q){Dp^ )Wiwdz
L
+ &  J f mf)(Dp„)wydz =  0.
L it
(26)
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Performing integration by parts and using the boundary conditions wo obtain
m  J \jp^^WiWj—D (pJ)w i)W ])^z =  J pif(WiVijk^-\-DwiDwj)dz
L i
=  ntliHf j)i
^D8,j>iDS<l>,+k^4>iS,j>j]dz 
1 . .
J D^J)poWiWjdz =  In ( i , j )Tli L
i  f HMD -^k )^Dht\w)dz =  nj / p^W^+ £  i {k^ hihj+DlitDhi)dz
47T L L
(27)
(28) 
(29)
^  n}Ii(i< j)-{-nihii, j)+ nil^(i, j). 
Combining eqs, (26) to (30), we get
(30)
(31)nt(^  6^ ‘-^ a) — 1^ - 
Writing i =  j  in the above equation and suppressing subscripts, wr obtain
w  ( / i - Z . +  ^ l + A + A + Z e )  = 0 .  . . .  ( 3 2 )
In order to show that oq. (32) forms the basis for tlic variational foimulatiOTi 
of the present problem, wo consider the arbitrary variations Sw, dh, 8 ,^ 8^ and 
8(8^) in the coiresponding physical quantities w, h, ^ and 8^, compatible 
with the boundary conditions. To the first order, the consequent variations 
8n in n and 81  ^ to 81  ^ in the integrals to satisfy the relation
where
I81i — f  [pJe^w—D(poDw)]Swdz,
k^
... (34) 
... (35)
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J DpQD<f>QwSwdz,
Id
... (30)
W *  =  Sp£K dz,
L
... (37)
W s == -  ^ i^S h {D ^-B )M z, ... (38)
... (39)
In obtaining 81  ^ to suitable integrations by parts have ]mm omployed 
and appropriate boundary conditions have been used.
Also the variations dw, 8h, and 8{8<f>) arc corrected by the relations
(D -^k )^S[S</>) =  inGwDp„,
71 7v ... (40)
... (41)
... (42)
k^)D{Sh). ... (43)
Combining eqs. (33) to (43) wo get
-2 ( )
=  - « /  [pJc^w-D(pJ)w)+ DpJ)(l>,w+^  DpM ]  Swdz,
where
^ w8<t>Dp^ dz.
L
We observe that the quantity occurring as the coefficient of Sw under the 
integral sign in the above equation vanishes if eq. (16) is satisfied. Hence a neces­
sary and sufficient condition for Sn to vanish to the first order for small arbitrary 
vaiiations 8w, Sh, 8^, 8^ and 8(8^) connected by the eqs. (40) to (43) and com­
patible with the boundary conditions is that tc bo a solution of the charactoriatic 
value problem. Thus a variational procedure for obtaining an approximate
solution of the present problem is possible. 
5
5. A Se lf-Gravitating  P lasma of Va r y in g  D e n sit y
Now we make use of the existence of the variational principle to obtain 
the solution of the problem of a continuously stratified plasma of depth d in 
which the unperturbed density p^{z) varies exponentially i.e,,
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Po(2) =  Pi exp (^2), (44)
where and p are constants. The density distribution p^(z), given by eq. (44), 
in conjunction with Poisson’s equation which must be satisfied by leads to 
the following distribution for (j)^  /
47t(?Pi
-p i (46)
Appropriate to the boundary conditions, lot us take the trial solutions fot w, 
h, f  and ^ as
w{z) =  A  sin C3CZ, \
h{z) ~  B  cos az,
^{z) =  E  cos az, 
i(z) “  F  sin aZy
where A, By E, F  are constants and a  =  mnld, m being an integer. The corres­
ponding trial solution for S(j> will be
( D - - k )8 < j>  =  K  e ^ * s i n  olz. ^
I t  may bo noted that the trial solution for <50 satisfies only one of the boun­
dary conditions in the present problem, as in the earlier inv6>stigation of Sundaram 
(1968) in the absence of Hall currents.
Substituting the trial solutions for w. A, etc. in oq. (32), evaluating the 
various integrals contained there in, we obtain, after some straight forward but 
lengthy simplification, the dispersion relation
+ '• {  ) ( i W )1 +fa®
e«**”* _ l  \ / a®+a;* 8»®a;
{ / gSmwa_1 V / 1 V
" ( ^ S 5 - )  ( i + i ?  ) ( i + W + l « - + i )
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_________ n  I /  1
\ l+4a® (4a^ +a:®—4aa;+l)® / J L\ 2m7ra ) \  l+a^ /
6a^ a; ____  \ i
hr*;*—4aa;+l)(a2+a:2—2oa;+l) / J
+  ('
8a®a;
l a2 ' u®
eSwTTrt_1 \ (a^+x^
Smna r \i+ ^ a < ^
gwrr a_\
mna i U + i a * /  '
+
/ o M -^  _ _ _ 8 f l^ ® ___  \ 1 I oraof 1 \
^  \  l+ 4 a® " ^ (4a*+ *® —4 a a :+ l )* /J  L \ 2»i7ra / l l + a ® /
____________ ________________  \ 1 I „ [ /  \ / 1 \ ~(4a^+x’*—4aa;+l)(<i^+aj2—2aa:+l) / I ^  L\ mTra +
/ 1 \ / 
\ 2mna } \
— a*+o;® 4a®rc
■ )]w7r / \  1 +a® (a^'+a:^—2aa :+ lj2 ,
+ ^ ( - ^ )  ( i w  ) ( l+ W + ( l+ » ^ )  } -  0, ... (46)
where we have written
t r - J L  X - -  a - ^  V i - E o t  8 = ^ ^  L
aFx’ a ’ a ’ ~ iv p i ’ a*Fi*’
Q g,
4:7TNeocWi
Here L  and 8  are the parameters measuring the effects of Hall currents and 
aelf-gravitation in terms of the magnetic field and is the Alfven velocity. The 
dispersion relation (46) ia quite complex. We have performed numerical calcula­
tions to locate the roots of cr from oq. (46) against for several values of the 
parameters i ,  S, m and a.
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Tn table I we plot the values of growth rate (positive real value of cr) against 
X for the Hall current parameter £  =  5, 10, 16, taking a =  0.1, m — 1 and 
S -  5, 10 , 20.
6. Conclusion
I t  is clearly seen from table 1 that the growth rate increases as the Hall current 
parameter L  increases (for same x), showing thereby the destabilizing character 
of the Hall currents. This result is in agreement with th(^  earlier observations 
of Hosking (1968), Aiiel (1970a, 19706) and ot]\ors. I t  is also seen from the 
calcidations that the influence of tho effects of self-gravitations is also destabiliz­
ing, as a increases with S.
Wo may thus conclude that the Hall currents have a destabilizing influence 
on the dynamic stability of an inviscid, incompressible and infinitely conducting 
self-gravitatiiig plasma of varying density.
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